PARTNER WITH US

BENEFITS

- Reach out to and educate hundreds of students
- Create a video on your subject of interest
- Grow your network

EXPLORATION MODULE
reSTEM Safari

A series of introductory sessions (videos, quizzes, activities) designed in collaboration with specialized organizations on the various fields of STEM to expose students at reSTEM Hubs to possibilities

Interested? Contact: restem@ysjournal.com

For more info, visit: restem.ysjournal.com
reSTEM Safari sessions are planned for a variety of topics.

A session can include:
- **About the organization**
- **Introduction to the topic**
- **Real world applications**
- **Research areas**
- **Opportunities**
- **Recap quiz**
- **Challenge**

If you would like to partner with us for any of these or other topics, we would love to hear from you.
## About us

| No. 1 | Youth science journal |
| 1.5M+ | Website views per Month |
| 70K+ | Readers From Across the World |
| 15 | Years of Excellence |
| 300+ | Young authors published |
| 50+ | Countries |
| 25+ | Submissions per month |
| 100+ | Team members |

Project reSTEM is an initiative of the Young Scientists Journal aimed at encouraging students to participate in research and STEM by setting up a global network of high school science clubs involved in exciting activities like workshops, projects and contests.

YSJournal is an international, youth-led peer-reviewed STEM journal for researchers aged 12-20. The YSJ endeavours to promote STEM across the world. Over the past decade, it has been the mode of choice for young researchers for getting their work published, as the oldest and largest organisation of its kind. Print issues of the journal are released twice a year.

We also hold annual conferences, which have taken place in Cambridge and Oxford and have featured talks from high-profile academics with delegates from all over Europe. We are a non-profit organisation registered in England and Wales.